
 
Wilmington Selectboard Agenda 

July 20, 2021 at 6:00 pm 
 

1. Visitors, Public Comments, Possible Changes to the Agenda 

2. Approve Minutes of July 6, 2021 (5 minutes) 

3. Action Item(s): 
- The Selectboard to possibly approve the purchase of a Volvo excavator for the highway 

department from Tyler Equipment in the amount of $184,141. 
- The Selectboard to possibly appoint Bill Benneyan to the Bi-Town Economic Development 

Committee. 
- Ranger Martina Barnes from the US Forest Service introduction 
- The Selectboard to possibly approve the street closure for the Blueberry Block Party on 

August 6, 2021 from 3-8:30 pm. 

4. Public Safety Budget (15 minutes) 
- The Selectboard to discuss and possibly approve the budget plan for the Public Safety 

Building. 

5. Police Grant (10 minutes) 
- The Selectboard to possibly approve funding and support of a policing grant. 

6. Voices Of Hope (10 minutes) 
- Voices of Hope to give the Selectboard an update and discuss possible community meeting 

space. 
7. Liquor Commission (5 minutes) 

- The Liquor Commission to possibly the Request to Cater Permits for PipeDream LLC dba 
Anchor Seafood Restaurant and La Casita LLC and a Special Event Permit for Vermont 
Distillers Inc for the Blueberry Block Party on South Main St on August 6, 2021 from 4-8:30 
pm. 

8. Other Business  

9. Select Board Members Comments  

10. Town Manager’s Updates (5 minutes) 

11. Executive Session 
- The Selectboard to enter into executive session to discuss a contract with the Somerset 

Supervisor.  
- The Selectboard to possibly approve the fire contract with Somerset.  
- The Selectboard to enter into executive session to discuss a policing contract. 
- The Selectboard to possible approve the Whitingham Policing Contract  

 





























SPECIAL TRAFFIC REGULATIONS 
 

Town of Wilmington, Vermont 
Closing of a Portion of South Main Street 

For the 2021 Blueberry Festival Block Party 
 
Pursuant to Title 23, section 1010 of the Vermont Statutes Annotated, the Selectboard of 
the Town of Wilmington, Vermont hereby promulgate these special traffic regulations 
on Saturday, August 6, 2021 on a portion of South Main Street.  
 
It appears that traffic will be congested by reason of the 2021 Blueberry Festival Block 
Party and for that reason: 
 
We Hereby Order that South Main Street from its intersection with Route 9 to its 
intersection with Beaver Street shall be closed to all traffic from 3 pm to 8:30 pm on 
Friday, August 6, 2021.  
 
We Hereby Order that during the above-mentioned period of time traffic be controlled 
by the Wilmington Police Department as necessary.  
 
We Hereby Order as a matter of public convenience and safety that law enforcement 
officers, signage and flag persons be posted, as deemed necessary by the Wilmington 
Police Chief or his agent, to aid with the safe and convenient flow of traffic. 
 
Dated at Wilmington, County of Windham, State of Vermont, this 20th day of July, 
2021. 
  
WILMINGTON SELECTBOARD 
 
 
 
Thomas Fitzgerald, Chair 
 
 
 
John Gannon, Vice Chair 
 
 
 
Vincent Rice, Clerk 
 
 
 
Sarah Fisher 
 
 
 
Tony Tribuno 
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           (802) 464-8591 (Voice)  
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2 East Main Street          ·        Post Office Box 217            ·        Wilmington, Vermont 05363 

July 20, 2021 
 
RE:  BJA FY 21 Connect and Protect: Law Enforcement Behavioral Health Responses 

Grant Opportunity Number:  O-BJA-2021-121001 
 
We are pleased to write this letter of support for the Wilmington Police Department’s grant proposal seeking 
BJA Grant funding for a substance use disorder counselor who will work in an underserved area of southern 
Vermont, close to NH, MA and NY. This proposal focuses on two very important issues that we have seen on 
the national stage: substance use and mental health. This strategy rightfully moves mental health and 
substance use disorders out of the hands of public safety with a soft handoff to a well-trained social service / 
mental health professional.  The Police Department serves the community well, but are ill equipped to work 
with individuals and families struggling with recovery and learning to lead new lives, substance free while in 
many cases also managing their mental health.  This program strategy, supported by this grant funding, 
creates a comprehensive partnership working with an individual from their first police encounter, to social 
worker intervention, to locally provided professional mental health services. 

 
As background information, the Wilmington Police Department consists of a police chief, five officers, and two 
dispatchers providing 24/7/365 public safety services.  The Wilmington community is a tourist and second 
home destination with a census population of 1860, that easily swells to over 10,000 in the popular Deerfield 
Valley, home to Mount Snow (Vail) and Haystack Mountain (Hermitage – a private club) ski resorts and four-
season activities to include boating, swimming, hiking, biking, food and beverage, with an array of restaurants 
and inns in a historic village setting.   
 
In our opinion, contributions from the Wilmington Police Department adds tremendous strength to the town 
“bench” in raising community awareness, pride and caring for an underserved population in need of mental 
health and substance use services. The Police Department collaborates with a relatively new group, Voices of 
Hope (VoH).  VoH focuses on peer-to-peer services to individuals who are working on their sobriety and 
recovery.  This group partners with the Turning Point of Windham County, located 30-minutes away in 
Brattleboro.  Geographically, the Town of Wilmington is located between two larger towns, Brattleboro and 
Bennington, and can feel isolated from the rest of the state, in a mountainous area.  
 
Chief Matthew Murano ‘s leadership, passion and energy are critical to the collaborative efforts underway to 
address opioid misuse, and mental health from a community wellness perspective. In our view, this strategy 
has merit to help improve people’s lives in a rural setting.  This grant is being submitted with a quiet sense of 
urgency.  
 
We highly recommend and support this grant. 
 
 
Scott A. Tucker      Tom Fitzgerald 
Wilmington Town Manager     Wilmington Selectboard Chair 

http://www.wilmingtonvermont.us/
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Proposal Abstract: 

 The Wilmington Police Department is seeking BJA Grant funding for a substance use 
disorder counselor. This position will work within a new comprehensive program that will 
provide early intervention treatment for people with both mental and emotional disorders, 
substance use disorders, as well as to promote their overall mental health.  The program, 
supported by this grant funding will create a comprehensive program working from an 
individual’s first police encounter, to social worker intervention to locally provided professional 
mental health services. 

 

Proposal Narrative: 

 Description of the issue 

Wilmington, Vermont is a small rural community in the Green Mountains of Southern 
Vermont. Wilmington is the regional hub for the Deerfield Valley area of Southern Vermont 
which encompasses the towns of Wilmington, Dover, Whitingham, Readsboro, Searsburg, 
Somerset, and Halifax.  Wilmington also serves as a central hub for services to portions of 
additional surrounding towns that due to their rural location have easier access to Wilmington.  
These additional communities include West Marlboro, South Newfane and Woodford. It is 
important to note that the towns that use Wilmington as a hub fall into two counties (Bennington, 
Windham) as this further complicates access to existing services. 

Services for those with Mental Health Disorders (MHD) including Substance Use 
Disorders (SUD) are very limited if not non-existent in the Deerfield Valley area.  Individuals 
seeking such services are often faced with traveling extended distances. Traveling to these 
services is often complicated by inclement weather conditions, limited transportation options, 
lack of child care, work schedules and/or limited resources. 

The Wilmington Police Department (WPD) is a full-time police agency that provides 
primary policing services to the Town of Wilmington and contractual police services to the 
Town of Whitingham.  Being centrally located in the Deerfield Valley area, WPD is often tasked 
with handling problems that are generated from outside the Town of Wilmington but in the 
Deerfield Valley area.  See Appendix A (Deerfield Valley Map). 

The State of Vermont, the Wilmington community and the Deerfield Valley area have 
been hard hit by the opioid epidemic.  Based on 2018 overdose stats Vermont is 11th in the nation 
for the most opioid involved overdoses per capita1.  

1 CDC/NCHS, National Vital Statistics System, Mortality. CDC WONDER, Atlanta, GA: US Department of Health and Human 
Services, CDC; 2019. https://wonder.cdc.gov. 

https://wonder.cdc.gov/
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The Wilmington Police Department (WPD) responds to overdoses as a routine part of our 
calls for service in our community.  All officers carry Narcan and are trained in its use. In 2017 
officers administered Narcan on 1 patient, in 2018 on 4 patients and in 2019 on 6 patients. 
During WPD’s response to these calls there were no local SUD/MI resources available for the 
victims and regional or state resources were too far away or had limited capacity to be useful to 
victims.  WPD has found that in many of these incidents where a person was provided Narcan as 
a life-saving measure they were either released without any treatment from the emergency room 
within hours of the overdose or refused to be transported to the emergency room. Refusals to be 
transported are not uncommon as the nearest emergency room is 30 minutes travel time from 
Deerfield Valley.  

While Vermont and our community members struggle with the impact of high rates of 
SUDS we also find high rates of mental illness impacting our well-being. Vermont has an 
extremely high percentage of residents who suffer from some type of severe mental illness. In 
their annual study by state of mental health concerns, Mental Health America found that 
Vermont ranked 2nd out of 51 (includes District of Columbia) for the highest prevalence of 
mental illness in 20212.   

In 2020 WPD partnered with HCRS (Health Care and Rehabilitation Services) to 
implement a police-imbedded Social Worker (SW) Program. From June 2020 to December 2020 
WPD officers referred 19 individuals to the newly assigned imbedded SW. In the following six 
months (January 2021 to June 2021) WPD referred 32 individuals to the imbedded SW.  As the 
program has developed, officers and community members are learning how best to utilize the 
SW program. SW program referrals nearly doubled after the initial six months. During the 
second six months of the program the imbedded SW has also been generating referrals directly 
through the community in addition to the WPD referrals. 

The police-imbedded SW program has been a great success here at WPD but without any 
locally available SUD/MI services we have continued and repeated contact with the same 
individuals. This lack of professional licensed SUD/MI services creates a disconnect with the 
individuals and the health care system as they feel helpless and as if they have fallen through the 
cracks.  In addition, it increases the burden on resources including police, emergency medical 
services, courts, corrections and strains community volunteers.   

 

 

 

2 Mental Health America, Prevalence of Mental Illness 2021. retrieved from https://mhanational.org/issues/2021/ranking-states 
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Figure 1                                               1emergency care is often mistakenly called emergency treatment, 2 Treatment resources 
are not locally available.  Due to our rural area it is a hardship and is disruptive to their lives for people to reach services. 

Figure 1 is representative of the current crisis cycle of people experiencing Mental Illness (MI) and/or 
Substance Use Disorder (SUD) crisis. There are no resources in the Deerfield Valley area that allow for 
people to have access without having logistical issues.  

The American Addiction Centers3 website gives four of the most common barriers to treatment as; 

• Financial/Cost 
• Geographic Location 
• Stigma 
• Co-Occurring Disorder Treatment Availability 

All four of these barriers become exponentially intensified when treatment services are not available 
locally. Financial costs are considerably increased due to the expense of travel, lost wages due to missing 
work and child care costs. Geographic Location; the absence or limited services in a regional area are a 
substantial barrier to those seeking treatment.  The Stigma associated with MI and/or SUD issues is a 
barrier which is intensified by making people travel for help, they must leave their communities, families 
and friends.  If they even have the means/access to travel, the travel is disruptive to their lives when 
they seek treatment which furthers the stigma involved.  Co-Occurring Disorder Treatment Availability; 
not being available locally makes it impossible for some to ever get treatment. 

3 editorial staff (May 28, 2021). Barriers to Addiction Treatment: Why Addicts Don’t Seek Help   retrieved from 
https://americanaddictioncenters.org/rehab-guide/treatment-barriers 
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Funding through this grant will enable us to hire a SUD/MI counselor for the Deerfield Valley 
area which will provide critical local professional assistance.  In addition this program will be successful 
due to the community collaboration and frontline involvement of the Wilmington Police Department.  

In 2020 the Vermont Department of Health published a report called, Vermont Social Autopsy 
Report 2017 Data Analysis4.  In this report an analysis was completed on 2017 data involving fatal 
overdoses in Vermont.  The following is from their analysis; 

• 82% of 109 fatal OD in 2017 had interactions with police - *Vermont State Police cases only 
• 50% of those who died interacted with EMS prior to their death 
• 12% released from a facility within a month of their death.  
• 54% recently released from prison 
• 31% recently released from a residential facility 
• 23% recently released from a hospital 

 

An analysis of overdose calls that the Wilmington Police Department responded to over the last five 
years (2015-2020) shows that 68% of the overdose victims had previous police contact within 3 years of 
the overdose (see Table 1). 

Table 1 Wilmington Police Overdose Calls 

This data is from calls for service that are coded as “Overdose” from the beginning of the call. These numbers do not include 
calls for service that are reported as something else such as suspicious calls, motor vehicle collisions, disputes, etc and are 
found to have an overdose involved. 

YEAR TOTAL # FOR 
YEAR 

LE CONTACT 
FOR PREVIOUS 

YEAR 

LE CONTACT 
FOR YEARS 

PRIOR 

NO PREVIOUS 
CONTACT 

UNKNOWN 
POI* 

2020 8 4 2 1 1 
2019 10 5 2 2 1 
2018 5 5 0 0 0 
2017 6 1 1 2 2 
2016 6 1 0 3 2 
2015 3 0 2 1 0 
*Unknown POI (person of interest) are calls where the overdose victim was not identified or identity was not confirmed and 
therefore these incidents could not be included in the data. 

From this data we learn that 82% of VSP fatal overdose victims had previous police interaction and 
68% of all WPD’s overdose victims had previous police interaction (within 3 years). From the Vermont 
Department of Health Study it is clear that the greatest percentage of overdose victim involvement is 
with police. It is therefore the police that have the greatest opportunity to intercept the relapse cycle. It 
is clearly evident that the police are in the frontline position to help get people into services.  This data 
supports WPD’s proposal for community based services that include police as a major stakeholder.   

4  Vermont Department of Health, Vermont Social Autopsy Report 2017 Data Analysis. August 2020. www.healthvermont.gov.  

http://www.healthvermont.gov/
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Project Design 

The goal of this program is to take what is already locally available for resources, add the 
missing treatment piece (figure 2) and enable people to seek help locally. Currently our police/crisis 
response cycle is crisis response, emergency care; police-imbedded social worker (SW) referral, SW 
involvement and finally coordination with services.  This grant funded position would provide our area 
with a local substance use disorder counselor.  This adds an absolutely critical and currently missing 
piece of assistance to our local capabilities to provide SUD, MI and CMISA help.   

 

 

Figure 2        This grant funded position will provide the resource to help reduce relapse.  

 

                   Currently WPD has a partnership in place with HCRS for the police- imbedded social worker 
program.  As part of this program WPD has also partnered with DVCP (Deerfield Valley Community 
Partnership) and the OSEC (Old School Enrichment Committee).  These partnerships have enabled WPD 
to secure office space for our imbedded SW to use for meeting with community members in a more 
neutral space then at WPD.  OSEC has provided WPD and HCRS office space for no cost for six months 
(see rental agreement Appendix B). Upon completion of this six month term OSEC has agreed to reduce 
the rent for this space to assist WPD in getting this grant and building our community SUD/MI program.   
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The space is private, offers ample space and is a welcoming environment where both our SW and 
SUD/MI counselor can work within our community (see letter of support from OSEC Appendix C).  This 
space is in the same building as Deerfield Valley Community Partnership which will also be able to help 
support this program (see letter of support from DVCP Appendix D). In early July 2021 this space under 
went renovations by community volunteers, HCRS and WPD staff with materials donated from local 
businesses. The location is centrally located in Deerfield Valley and is across the street from the 
currently under construction Wilmington Public Safety Facility and Emergency Operations Center.  

          The timeline for this proposed position funded under this grant is simple and straightforward.  This 
position will be a part of the program as described and all the other pieces are already in place. A 
SUD/MI counselor can be hired within 30 days of determination of eligibility of this grant and 
authorization to proceed.  It is expected that within 30 days of hiring that WPD and HCRS will have the 
office space operational and clinical support work will be in full operation. *Office space is currently 
available and will be at no cost until November 30, 2021.  Following that, office space will be available at 
a discounted rate for this program.  

               There is no local funding or alternative funding sources available for this SUD/MI locally based 
position.  If federal funding is not secured with this grant there are no other means at this time to start 
this program.  

               This is a collaborative community supported project that will provide locally based clinical 
services for SUD/MI.  This will reduce SUD related overdoses, drug related crimes, emergency room 
visits and the burden on rural emergency services.  

 

Capabilities and Competencies: 

The award funding will be managed by the Town of Wilmington Finance Director, The 
Wilmington Police Department and HCRS (see Appendix E, MOU from HCRS and Appendix F, letter of 
support from Wilmington Town Manager’s Office).  

The SUD/MI clinician will be a fully licensed CADCA SUD Counselor and vetted by HCRS with 
WPD assisting in the hiring. The SUD/MI counselor may also be hired as Clinician II which is a Master’s 
Level Licensed Clinician. This position will be hired under this grant to work a .5 FTE in this locally based 
program.  

Wilmington Police Department and Healthcare Rehabilitative Services will maintain program 
referral and outcome generic data to assist in developing the program in the community. The HCRS 
assigned clinical will be responsible for completing monthly data reports for the purposes of tracking 
program implementation, development and outcomes.  This for procedure data reporting is currently in 
place for the HCRS police-imbedded social worker program. 
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Budget: 

                       Costs in Year 1 and 2 with 20% Non-Federal Match 

Budget Categories Federal Award Non-Federal Amount Total 
Personnel $32,696.00  $8,174.00 $40,870.00 

Fringe @34% $11,116.64  $2,779.16 $13,895.80 
Subtotal $43,812.64 $10,953.16 $54,765.80 

Office Space Rent for 12 months $14,112.00   $3,528.00 $17,640.00 
    

Total Project Costs (year 1 & 2) $57,924.64 $14,481.16 $72,405.80 
 

   Costs in Year 3 with 40% Non-Federal Match 

Budget Categories Federal Award Non-Federal Amount Total 
Personnel $24,522.00 $16,348.00 $40,870.00 

Fringe @34%   $8,337.48   $5,558.32 $13,895.80 
Subtotal $32,859.48 $21,906.32 $54,765.80 

Office Space Rent for 12 months $10,584.00   $7,056.00 $17,640.00 
    

Total Project Costs (year 1 & 2) $43,443.48 $28,962.32 $72,405.80 
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------NOTES------------- 

 

 

Discount rent from OSEC results in match which can be counted toward the non-federal match.  Rent for 
year 1 and 2 annual would cost $915.00 and Year 3 would cost $4,443.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CADCA SUD Counselor 
Salary 
   49,500.00 
Fringe @ 34% 
   16,830.00 
Total Cost 
   66,330.00 

Clinician II 
Average Salary 
   61,000.00 
Fringe @ 34% 
   20,740.00 
Total Cost 
   81,740.00 
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Table 2 Wilmington Police Overdose Calls 

This data is from calls for service that are coded as “Overdose” from the beginning of the call. These numbers do not include 
calls for service that are reported as something else such as suspicious calls, motor vehicle collisions, disputes, etc  and are 
found to have an overdose involved. 

YEAR TOTAL # FOR 
YEAR 

LE CONTACT 
FOR PREVIOUS 

YEAR 

LE CONTACT 
FOR YEARS 

PRIOR 

NO PREVIOUS 
CONTACT 

UNKNOWN 
POI* 

2020 8 4 2 1 1 
2019 10 5 2 2 1 
2018 5 5 0 0 0 
2017 6 1 1 2 2 
2016 6 1 0 3 2 
2015 3 0 2 1 0 
*Unknown POI (person of interest) is calls where the overdose victim was not identified or identity was not confirmed and 
therefore these incidents could not be included in the data. 
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The goal of this program is to take what is already locally available for resources, add the missing 
treatment piece and enable people to seek help locally. Currently our police/crisis response cycle is crisis 
response, emergency care; police-imbedded social worker (SW) referral, SW involvement and finally 
coordination with services.  This grant funded position would provide our area with a local substance 
use disorder counselor.  This adds an absolutely critical and currently missing piece of assistance to our 
local capabilities to provide SUD, MI and CMISA help.   

 

Figure 2 

Based on 2018 OD stats VT is 11th for opioid involved OD’s per capita.  

In 2019, nearly 50,000 people in the United States died from opioid-involved overdoses.  * CDC/NCHS, 
National Vital Statistics System, Mortality. CDC WONDER, Atlanta, GA: US Department of Health and 
Human Services, CDC; 2019. https://wonder.cdc.gov. 

The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention estimates that the total "economic burden" of 
prescription opioid misuse alone in the United States is $78.5 billion a year, including the costs of 
healthcare, lost productivity, addiction treatment, and criminal justice involvement. * Florence CS, Zhou 
C, Luo F, Xu L. The Economic Burden of Prescription Opioid Overdose, Abuse, and Dependence in the 
United States, 2013. Med Care. 2016;54(10):901-906. 

https://wonder.cdc.gov/
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NIDA. 2020, April 3. Vermont: Opioid-Involved Deaths and Related Harms. Retrieved from 
https://www.drugabuse.gov/drug-topics/opioids/opioid-summaries-by-state/vermont-opioid-involved-
deaths-related-harms on 2021, July 6 

 

 

Vermont Prevention Model – accessed 7/6/2021 from Vermont Prevention Inventory Report Page #5 
October 2020. Prepared by the Pacific Institute for Research and Evaluation (PIRE) for the Vermont 
Department of Health, Division of Alcohol and Drug Abuse Programs (ADAP). 
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Monthly Opioid Update June 2021 –Vt Dept of Health Monthly Opioid Update * 15k-20k Estimated 
people with OUD in need of treatment (includes people in treatment) 

 

 

 

 

 

– VT Social Autopsy Report  2017 Data Analysis published August 2020   

82% of 109 fatal OD in 2017 had interactions with police - *VSP cases only 

50% of those who died interacted with EMS prior to their death 

12% released from a facility within a month of their death.  

54% recently released from prison 

31% recently released from a residential facility 

23% recently released from a hospital 

 

 

 

https://worldpopulationreview.com/state-rankings/mental-health-statistics-by-state  

 

https://mhanational.org/issues/2021/ranking-states  

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://worldpopulationreview.com/state-rankings/mental-health-statistics-by-state
https://mhanational.org/issues/2021/ranking-states
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Appendix A (Deerfield Valley Map) 

 

 

 

Google Map (July 6, 2021). Vermont Map retrieved from https://www.google.com/maps  

https://www.google.com/maps


From: Bill Benneyan <bbenneyan@hermitageclub.com> 
Date: July 16, 2021 at 12:45:57 PM EDT 
To: Scott Tucker <stucker@wilmingtonvt.us> 
Subject: Benneyan Bio 

Bill Benneyan grew up locally in Greenfield MA and Brattleboro and returns to the area after 25 years at 
the helm of Mountain Creek, a busy ski, bike and summer resort just north of Manhattan. Bill is well-
versed in the ski industry, having begun his working career at Berkshire East and including stints at Park 
City, with US Skiing where he was the Eastern Alpine Racing Director, and Burton Snowboards.  His 
experience covers all facets of ski area operations and capital project planning and management.  Since 
ski resorts typically have a prominent place in the local community economy he's always been an active 
presence in community development and promotion, and looks forward to joining the Bi-Town 
Economic Committee. 
 
 

mailto:bbenneyan@hermitageclub.com
mailto:stucker@wilmingtonvt.us
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